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This issue. A bonus this month. Emil Vlasdk has
written a booklet on the studies of his friend Mario
Matou5 from Praha (Prague), and has been to the
by Mario Matou5
trouble of writing it in English hoping thereby to
White to play and win
increase its readership. I discovered on enquiry that if I
placed a bulk order in advance of publication I could obtain it for no more than the
cost of one of our ordinary special numbers, so I have done so and subscribers will
find a copy with this issue. I hope you will enjoy it. You will have to get out board
and men (unlike BESN, which is designed to be read from the diagrams), but I think
you will find it rewarding. Mario may have much of modern romanticism in spirit,
but he is classical in his use of material; a majority of the studies in the book use
eight men or fewer, and only a few use more than ten. If you have no time to do more
than dip at random, I recommend the "duals" chapter (pages 23-28). Consider for
example the composition above, which is study Dl5 on page 28. Play starts I Ka2 b4;
now, how is White going to keep bQ under control and force mate?
I do not promise that such a bonus will arise in future, but if opportunity should
arise I shall not hesitate to take advantage of it.

This apart, we have our usual fare, including the annual special number on
endgames in chess variants (readers having no interest therein are reminded that they
can opt not to receive these numbers, in which case I will extend their subscriptions
over an equivalent number of ordinary issues instead). Our centre pages contain some
studies by David Gurgenidze, recently declared as World Champion study composer
for 1989-91, and while the title may have prompted controversy the studies do not;
and "Recently published British originals" is at least temporarily back to two pages.
1998 accounts. I have had to pay a little more for copying this year, and UK
readers have been charged €5.50 for the year (rest of Europe f6.5O, elsewhere f8.50).
If your subscription has now run out, there will be a covering letter with this issue.
The "Matou5" booklet has been charged as an ordinary 8-page special issue.
Spotlight. No analytical errors have been reported this time, but I got Artur
Mandler's dates wrons in June. 1891-1971 is correct.
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Recently published British originals
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1 - draw
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1a - after 4...Bf4

Ib - afterT 96

The annual international problemists' meeting usually includes some study
composition tourneys, and this year lonathan Mestel joined forces with Israel's Ofer
Comay, one of his predecessors as World Solving Champion, to achieve a rare partBritish success. EG does not record the theme set, but the honoured compositions use
at most ten men with no queens or rooks. Jonathan and Ofer took fifth prize with 1.
Time was when all White would have had to do here would have been to capture
bPc4, but we now know 28 v N to be a win (if we ignore the fifty-move rule) and this
totally changes the logic of the play. Now it is White's pawns which are under attack,
particularly that at f7 , and their capture will be enough to win even if bp goes as well.
Hence 1 Nf3 (to play Ne5, giving wPfT a second supporr) Bb7 (ready to chase away
wK) 2 NeS Be4+ 3 Kh6 (threatening to bring up a third defender by 4 96) Bd6
(temporarily preventing this by attacking wN) 4 Nxc4 Bf4 (now preventing it by
pinning wPg5) and we have la.
Now wPf/ seems doomed, but White has 5 d3 Bxd3 6 Ne5 (threatening both Nxd3
and Ng6+ and so forcing bB to unpin wPg5, but surely at a unacceptable cost?) Bxes
7 96 with an unexpected positional draw (see 1b). Black can squeeze wK away from
wPg6, say by 7...8f4+ 8 Kh7 wait 9 Kh8, but its caprure will give stalemare.
If White plays 5 Ne5 instead of 5 d3, Black replies 5...8xd2, after which wpfT will
soon go and 2B will win against N + Pg5; if Black plays 5...Bf5 instead of 5...Bxd3,
White still plays 6 Ne5 (he threatens ro consolidate by 7 d4, so 6...Bxes is still forced,
and the positional draw applies even with an extra wP); if White plays 6 Nd6 instead
of 6 Ne5 he threatens nothing, and Black can wait by 6...Bbl and then capture wpf7.
EG gives no analysis, and I am $ateful to Jonathan for explaining what happens after
5 Ne5 and 5 d3 Bf5. My original exposition was some way wide of the mark.
I have recently been so short of material for my column in diagrammes that I have
had to use some of my own work, and 2 appeared in the April-June issue. The natural
move I Ke4, going for bPc5, can be met by 1...Kg6 2 Kd5 Kf5 and a counteratrack on
wPe5, and if White tries 1 e6, hoping for l...fxe6 2 Kxe6 Kf8 3 Kd5 etc, Black can
hold out by 1...Kf8 (2 Kf6 fxe6 3 Kxe6 Ke8 and Black will answer Kxc5 with...Kc7).
However, the position after I Ke4 Kg6 turns out to be reciprocal zugzwang, and
the answer is therefore 1 Kf4 Kg6 2 Ke4, reaching e4 in two moves instead of one
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2-win

2b-after4Ke5

2a - reciprocal z;.tgzwang

2a). Black must play 2...Kg5 to continue to threaten wPe5, and now comes 3 e6!
fxe6 4 KeS and wK will take both bPs and force the win (see 2b). The point is that 2b
is won for White only if bK is on 95 (or on the h-file); if it is on 96 or 94, Black to
(see

play can hold the draw.
There are some minor lines. If Black tries 2...f6 in 2a. 3 e6 wins: if 2..i5+. 3 Kf4
wins offhard. If after 1 Kf4 Black tries l...Kh6 hoping to win rhe zugzwang fight
(2 Ke4? Kg6), 2 e6 wins; if 1...Kf8, 2 Ke4 Ke7 3 Kd5 and 4 Kxc5; if 1...f6 hoping
for 2 exf6, simplest is 2 Kf5. And if White plays I Ke4 Kg6 and tries to recover by
2 K14, hoping for 2...Kg7 3 Kf5 which would win, Black has 2...f5.
Both Harold van der Heijden and I are surprised that this little trifle does nor
appear to have been discovered before, but so it would seem. I have found it a eood
study to show to friends in cafEs.
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3-win
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3a - after4 Qb6

But even if other British composers are sadly inactive, Mike Bent continues to
provide a steady flow of material suitable for publication: not normally deep, but
always good to solve. 3 appeared in the same issue of diagrammes. Play starts I f7+
BxfT (i...Qxf7 2 Nd6+, 1...Qg5+ 2 Ne3+ and 3 fxe8Q) 2 Qa4+ Kc5 3 Qa5+ Kc4
(3...Kc6 4 Ne7+) and now comes a typical Bent quiet move: 4 Qb6! (see 3a). This
threatens mate by 5 Ne3, and White now wins quickly: for example, 4...Qg5+ 5 Ne3+
Qxe3+ 6 Kxe3 (6 Qxe3 also wins) Bh5 7 Qd8 followed by a fork. Unfortunately one
of my solvers has missed 4 Qb6 and has sent me reams of analysis claiming to prove
that White can win after playing 1 Qxe2+. I don't think he can be right, but explicitly
refuting him is not so easy. Don't ever become a study editor!
-91 -

Some studies by David Gurgenidze
The problemists' meeting at St Petersburg confirmed the decisions controversially
made at Pula last year to establish "World Champion" titles for chess composition and
to award the study composition title for 1989-91 to David Gurgenidze of Georgia.
Whatever may be thought about the establishment of these titles and the method by
which they are awirded, tlere can be no doubt that this particular title has gone to a
composer of genuine stature. I have personally kept an eye open for his work ever
since he came to our notice as a young student in the early 1970s.
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Gurgenidze composes studies of most kinds, but he is perhaps best known for his
rook studies. I have quoted | (2nd prize, Roycroft Jubilee 1978) several times, but not
in BESN (assuming that I can trust my own indexes). Let us remedy the deficiency.
Play starts I Rgl 12 (1...e22 RxR+ Ke- 3 Re3+) 2Rfl d1Q+ (2...e23 Rxf2+ Ke4 Rxe2+ etc, or 3...Kg- 4 Rg3+ and mates) 3 Rrdl e2 4 Rf3+ Kg7 (4...Ke- 5 Re3+
and 6 Rxe2) 5 Rg3+ Kf6 6 Rggl! (see 1a). This striking move stops all promotions
for the moment, but what happens if bK comes down the board to support his pawns?
If say 6,.,Ke5 hoping for 7 Kb2 exdlQ 8 Rxdl Ke4 9 Kc2 Ke3, we have another
striking move, 7 Rgel! pinning bPe2 (see 1b), and if 6...Kf5 then 7 Rdfl similarly.
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3-win

4-win

My next example is a personal one, and although slightly flawed is instructive.
ln 1972, I published a study based on 2, in which bQ is helpless provided that wK
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b-file (1...Qh3+ 2 Kb4 Qh4+ 3 Kb5 Qh5+ 4 Kb6 Qh6+ 5 Kb? and wins).
But I would like to have created wR by underpromotion, Black (assumed now to be
without bPhT) being able to meet g8Q by a stalemate-provoking fork on 93, and a
satisfactory setting eluded me. John Roycroft showed the study to Gurgenidze at a
meeting in 1975, and Gurgenidze promptly produced 3 (EG, 19'76). The underpromotion here is simple enough, but what is interesting is that the theme is doubled,
something I had not even considered (after 1 fBR Qg2+ wK must play 2 Ka3, after
1...Qh2+ he must play 2 Ktr3, and so on up the board). The wP on c6 prevents the
setting from being perfect, since with wQ on h3 wK can go to a4 as well as to the
intended M (this is an unfortunale geometrical effect of the 8 x 8 board, since a
similar setting on a 10 x 10 board would be perfect), and no doubt it is this defect
which has prevented Gurgenidze from including the study in either of his Best stwlies
books. Even so, it is an interesting illustration of the difference in approach between
keeps to the

the master composer and those of us who are more ordinary.
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4b - 5 Kg1, after 6...Kb2
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4c - main line. after 7 Re2

4 (5th Prize, Gantiady Sports Club, Tbilisi, 1977) has no such defect; everything
fits together perfectly. Play stafts I Bd3 Ka5 (1...alQ 2 Rcl+) 2 RcL Kb4 (Black's
only chance is to bring bK down to support bPa2), and if 3 Bc4 then 3...f1Q 4 Bxfl
Kb3 and Black will draw. 3 Ra1. therefore, and if 3...Ka3 then 4 Bc4 and White will
win easily enough. 3...Kb3 sets more problems, because 4 Bc4+ is clearly unplayable,
and in fact the only answer is the curious move 4 Bbl (see 4a).
Now 4...axblQ 5 Rxbl+, 4...Kbz 5 Rxa2+, and 4...flQ 5 Bxa2+ all lose quickly,
but 4...flN+ is trickier than it looks. Where is wK to go? If he tries 5 Kg2, Black has
5...Ne3+ 6 K- axblQ 7 Rxbl+ KcZ, and the attack on wR gives Black time to rescue
bN. If 5 Khl, Black has 5...Ng3+ and the same. 5 Kg1 looks more promising, since
bN has no check and 5...axb1Q will lose immediately, but after 5...Nd2 6 Bxa2+ KbZ
we find that wK obstructs wR (see 4b) and we have a most unexpected draw by
perpetual harassment: 7 Rd1 (nowhere else is safe) Kc2 8 Ra1 Kb2.
So White must play 5 Kh3, which puts no pressure on bN and gives Black time to
play 5...Kb2. This wins a White piece, but after 6 Rxa2+ Kxbl 7 Re2 we see that
White has had the last word (see 4c): 8 Rel+ is threatened, and bN has no good
move.
A composer of character, whose work has elegance and piquancy. Would that
there were more like him.
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From the world at large
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1b - 3...Ke7, after 5...Rd8

1 (O. Lapkin, lst HM 64 1995) is a remarkable rook study which I found in EG
129. The natural start is t h7 d2 and now 2 Rfl looks strong (white threatens 3 Rdl
and 4 Rxd2, winning bP since bR is tied to the eighth rank), but Jiirgen Fleck points
out that after 2...Kc'1 3 Rdl Blrck can start checking and drive wK to the second rank,
say 3...Rd5+ 4 Kg4 Rd4+ 5 Kg3 Rd3+ 6 KgZ, and then return bR to the eighth rank,
6...Rd8 (see 1a), since Rxd2 will now be met by ..'Rxd2+ with check. And if Kgl'
Black simply plays ...Rh8.
But White can divert bR by 2 b8Q+! and after 2...Rxb8 3 Rfl Black has two
defences. Firstty, he can move bK towards wP and put bR behind bP' 3...Ke7 4 Kg6
Ke6 (4...Rd8 will transpose) 5 Rdl Rd8 (see lb). White cannot now win by 6 Rxd2
Rxd2 7 hSQ since Black will reply ...Rg2+ and ...Rh2+ and capture the new wQ.
However, Black is only just holding out, and if it were his move either bR or bK
would have to relinquish its advantageous position' No sooner said than done: 6 Kg7
Rd7+ 7 Kh6! Rd8 (nothing better) I Kg6 and the move has been duly passed.
Altematively, Black can play 3...ReB and try for perpetual check. Now it is
White's turn to make use of the second rank; after 4 Rdl Re5+ 5 Kg4 Re4+ 6 Kg3
Re3+ 7 Kg2 Re2+ White can come to the f-file, 8 KR! (see 1c), since 8...Rh2 is met
by the checking fork 9 Rxd2+.
The purpose of BESN is to entertain rather than
instructive lessons for practical play here.
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- 3...Re8, after 8 Kf3
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2a - after 3...Rf8

Also instructive, though much lighter, is Ignace Vandecasteele's 2 (Schakend
Nederland 1994). L f6 b3 2 n Rf4 3 l8Q+ RrfB gives 2a, and now 4 Nxf8 b2 and
4 Kal R.fl both fail. This leaves 4 Ka8, but after 4...Re8 the pawn cannot promote on
account of the pin (5 b8Q+ Ke7). However, White interjects 5 Nf6 Rf8, and now he
can stand the pin because wN can play round to c8 and intemrpt it: 6 bBQ+ Ke7
7 Ng8+! Kf7 8 Nh6+ Ke7/Kg7 9 Nf5+ Kfl//KgB 10 Nd6+/l'{e7+ and 11 Nc8.
The usual task of the knight in N v R promotion battles is to shield the promotion
square before the promotion, but here we see a successful shielding after the event.
This study was dedicated to Hans Bouwmeester, whose book Modern end-game
studies for the chess-player (Bell, 1959) has long been one of my personal favourites;
do grab a second-hand copy rf one comes your way,
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3a - after 3...Ka2
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3b - after 3...Ka4

3 (EG 19'79, being a correction of a Roycroft Jubilee tourney entry of 1978) is also
by Vandecasteele. I originally selected it to illustrate Flemish miniatures in our last
issue, but discarded it on the grounds that Timothy Whitworth nnd I had already used
it as an example in Endgame magic. However, on checking I find that this is not so
(it was one of many fine studies which we drafted for the book but eventually did not
use) and it is too good not to quote. We could have produced an excellent book from
what we left out of Ezdg ame magic, and perhaps one day we will do so.
Play starts I Kc2 BaS (1..Bf4 2 Rd8) 2 Re8 Bc6 (it is not immediately obvious
that this is Black's best move, but it turns out to give him the most options later on)
3 Re3+, and Black has two sensible choices. If 3...Ka2 (see 3a) White plays 4 Re2
(not 4 Rd3, after which 4..8a4+ wins), and 4...B,a4+ 5 Kd3 Btr5+ can be mer by
6 Kc2 since 6...8xe2 is stalemate. If Black plays 3...Ka4 (see 3b), the move 4 Re2
fails on account of 4...dlQ 5 Kxd2 Bf3 pinning wR (this line was not available to
Black with bK on a2 since 5 Kxd2 would have given check), but Black cannot now
play 4...Ba4+ and so 4 Rd3 works. Black can still pin wR, 4...8e4, but White retreats
by 5 Kdl and the capture 5...8xd3 gives another stalemate. Polished two-part studies
of this kind are a Vandecasteele soecialitv.
Those who rcad EG will have been amused to see the praise recently lavished on the
Ryabinin study which I criticized in March. I have reread what I wrote, and I stand by
every word. Others are entitled to their own view of what a first-class study should
be, and what features are and are not desirable; I shall continue to hold to mine.
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News and notices
Mrs Alice N. Loranth. Sad news from Cleveland of the death of Mrs Loranth,
who for 29 years until her recent retirement had charge of the John G. White Chess
Collection. I had dealings only by correspondence, but I always found her and her
colleagues most pleasant and helpful; it was service well beyond the call of duty.
The reputation of Cleveland in the chess world has its origin in the magnificent J. G.
White donation, but that is now seventy years in the past and in any case the value of a
library depends as much on its custodians as on its contents. Cleveland's present
standing owes a great deal to Mrs Loranth and to those who have taken their cue from
her, and her successors will not find it easy to maintain the standard.
Meetings. The next EG readers' meeting will be at 17 New Way Road, London
NW9 6PL, on Friday January 15 at 6.00 pm. Non-subscribers ars welcome, but are
asked to bring f5 towa.rds the buffet (except on a first visit). Bring the latest EG!
Tourneys. EG announces a tourney with a very
simple stipulation: compose a study in which the main
line ends with the mate on the right. Minor changes
such as a wholesale shift of the mating position or a
different arrangement of wK and wP to guard e6ld5/e5
are permitted, but both checks must be necessary, and
;"*.
each of the eight squares surrounding bK must be empty
and be guarded by only one White man. Entries to
Noam D. Elkies, Department of Mathematics,
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, U. S. A.,
by 1 April 1999 (there is no hidden significance in this date as far as I know). Judge:
John Roycroft. The tourney announcement says that there must be no White men on
the board at the end which do not contribute to the mate, and although superfluous
Black men are not explicitly barred I would expect an entry using them to be
downgraded.
Also announced

in EG is a toumey to celebrato the tenth anniversary of the
foundation of the Dutch-Flemish study organization ARVES. The theme here is
"task transfer": a White piece has a certain task, and a second White piece takes over
this task in order to allow the first man to take on another task. Elaboration of the
theme, for example by exchange of tasks between two pieces, temporary transfer
followed by resumption of the task by the original piece, and so on, is permitted.
Entries to Harold van der Heijden, Michel de Klerkstraat 28, '7 425 DG Deventer,
NL - Nederland, by I June 1999. Judge: Emilian Dobrescu.

Anybofu wishing to give notice here of any event, product, or serttice should contact
the Editor. There is no charge and no account is taken of whether the actirit)) is being
pursued for commercial profit, but notices are printed only if they seem likety to be of
particular interest to study enthusiasts. Readers are asked to note that the Editor
relies wholly on the representations of the notice giver (except where he makes a
personal endorsement) and that no personal liability is accepted either by him or hy
any other person involved in the production and distribution of this magazine.
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